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EXECUTIVE Beyond Earth Online is a Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG) powered by NFT technology. Where
players can go on epic adventures, fight each other in galactic battles, explore the unique worlds, and have true ownership
of their game assets. The game is built using Polygon Network Blockchain, and is fueled by our $GTT token. It offers
players play to earn mechanics, and way to collect and trade items that actually matter via NFTs.
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Create the largest MMORPG Metaverse Powered by NFTs that
offers true digital ownership, player controlled economy and play to

earn mechanics.

MISSION
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BEYOND EARTH KEY
FEATURES

MMORPG NFT POWERED

PVP / PVE

PLAYER ECONOMY

Play to Earn

MEtaverse

Beyond Earth Online has all the traditional elements of a MMORPG but
with modern twists that remove the useless grinding. This is further
improved by blockchain and ownership of NFTs that create a world
outside the game

The Beyond Earth Universe is a dangerous place. With its open universe
PVP / PVE, players will have many choices in their play style: Travel the
universe in search of scarce resources, explore new worlds, become a
space pirate, but beware of others. 

Crafting, Gathering, Trading is at the core of Beyond Earth and is driven
by players. Using NFTs and ERC20 to further expand that player control
of value, demand and scarcity will empower the player community to
flourish the Beyond Earth Economy.

Play to Earn is a corner stone of Beyond Earth Online. Via the $GTT
token we aim to empower users to appreciate their assets via gameplay
and earn $GTT in the process. These assets can then be sold or traded
for other ERC20 tokens or converted to real world currencies.

Don't feel like gathering resources and going on a quest, that's fine.
Beyond Earth universe is up for grabs, take ownership of land,
continents, planets, moons, space sectors and even galaxies! True Real
Estate system where ROI not only comes from flipping but also passive
from renting or business development. 

Beyond Earth offers real digital ownership over most in-game items by
turning them into ERC-721 tokens/NFTs. Player character, ships, pets,
vehicles, houses can be bought, sold or traded for ERC20 tokens.
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GALACTIC TRAVEL
TOKEN

Galactic Travel Token ($GTT) is an ERC-20 token that is the fuel that
drives Beyond Earth Online, as well as other projects in our
ecosystem of games. By creating multiple experiences where
players can earn and spend $GTT. Players have a much stronger
incentive to return and explore different games based on their
playstyle preferences, while still earning. This further drives
distribution and value of the token, aligns incentives, and rewards
players.
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PLAYER
ECONOMY

The Beyond Earth ecosystem is designed so players have
total control of market trends. Player crafted items,
bounties, services, collected resources, and $GTT are all
tradeable and sellable in the Galactic Marketplace.

The Economy is also driven by the need for our players to
rely on each other and selling their services. Whether you
want to be a Hired Gun, Arms Merchant, Resource
Gatherer, Bounty Hunter, Protector, or Galactic Pirate.
Players get to choose their roles, and who to hire for help
as they play their characters in our classless system.

Doesn't matter what you choose to be some one else will
be there to help you on your journey. Hired guns for $GTT
to protect you as you gather precious resources on a
heavy PVP area. Maybe an Bounty Hunter in need of a
Hired Crafter to upgrade his gear. 
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Real Estate is a lot larger than just land In Beyond Earth. It takes the form of
worlds, cities and unexplored landscapes. Players will be able to acquire whole
planets that yield passive resources, cities that yield taxes, land plots that can
be built on, or spaces that can earn $GTT when rented. All of them can sold via
the Galactic Marketplace. 

Some forms of land can tax its
citizens and yield true passive
income from just governing

Owning a property will give you an
NFT of ownership along with a set of
NFT keys. These keys will allow users
to rent the units in an property for
$GTT.

RENt

Mine

GALACTIC
ESTATE
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Sell

Tax

All forms of properties can be sold
via the Galactic Marketplace.

Planet ownership comes with
resource ownership which will be
extracted passively and given to its
owner. These resources can be
sold or used for crafting.



Crafting and Gathering is at the center of Beyond Earth player
economy and classless system. You are what you wear, and all your
abilities come from the wearable items. 95% of the items in the
game are player crafted with materials gathered. In order to face
greater adventures and grow you'll need to master the art of
gathering and crafting; or at hire someone who does. 

Each galaxy and planets have different biomes that house unique
prime materials from organic, mineral or unknown composition.
These resources are acquired by using the gathering gun, harvesting
asteroids with your ship, or refining materials via the Refinery which
yields various resource types. Some resources can only be obtained
from sending your Crew on missions via the Crew system.

Crafting can be learned via Blueprints. Blueprints when found offer
the ability to to be sold for profit via the Galactic Marketplace or
burned to teach your character how to craft an item. After burning a
Blueprint, you can gather the materials for an item and craft it.
Blueprints are found in the wild or through quest rewards/events. 

GATHERING
& CRAFTING
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The Crew system allows players and investors to profit
from their character without having to log into the
game. It was designed for those who wish to play
passively, invest and earn with our systems. 

It is an external play-mode governed by the staking
your NFT characters on the blockchain. Staked
characters can go on autonomous missions outside
the game that require no playing. They can be
mercenaries for hire that other players can send on
missions and share the bounty. Successfully
completing these missions can earn in-game
resources for crafting or to sell in the Galactic
Marketplace, or $GTT. 

Staked characters will also server as in-game crew
members in the starships and as combat companions.

CREW SYSTEM
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MARKET OVERVIEW
BEYOND EARTH 

Number of unique active wallets connected to gaming Dapps

Percentage of gaming activity on the blockchain

Growth in blockchain gaming compared to 2021

Revenue generated by Crypto Gaming in 2020 alone

Gamers make about 1/3 of the population
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Systems

DEVELOPMENT
STATUS
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Game

PVP
Staking

Staking

Gathering/Crafting System

Gathering/Crafting System

Martians Collection

Deployed Character Collection Humans Collection

Marketplace

Marketplace
Vehicle/Mount System

Land Plots

PVP System

Guild System
Crew System

LFG System

PITCH DECK PRESENTATION

NFTs

Reptilian Collection
Vehicles Collection

Pets Collection
Spaceships Collection
Planets
Real Estate

Mercenaries
Crew 



CORE TEAM

Andi Rutz
FOUNDER

 
Game Design | Lead Art

Meta Hansel
Founder

 
Technology | BlockChain

Our full team roster consists of 15 members. 

Artists - Developers - Animator - Writer - Streamers - Project Manager - Marketing Manager 

Callepo
Game Development

 
Team Lead | Game Dev
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BEYOND EARTH ONLINE

PITCH DECK PRESENTATION

www.beyondearthonline.io

support@rutzstudios.com | hello@evilnoob.com

@BeyonEarth_NFT
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